You need the right mix of:

- million small and medium businesses worldwide.
- And you are all technology companies!
- Some in the cloud,
- some in-house

Top selection criteria
- Simple to deploy
- Secure
- Up-to-date
- Affordable

6 questions for small and medium businesses on a digital journey

To chose the right tech
- Does your IT vendor understand your needs and offer advice on what's best for you?
- What are your must-haves: What technology will have the most impact on what you are trying to achieve?
- Is the tech simple to deploy and manage, and can it grow with your business?

To make the most of a tight budget
- What are the pros and cons of your investment options: buying cash vs. paying a price per month?
- If you get tech and services bundled into an affordable monthly payment, what will you do with the remaining budget?
- Can you extract value from aging IT, e.g. trade in your old servers to help fund the new?

Contact us or ask your IT reseller* about HPE Financial Services. We make it easy for businesses of all sizes to deploy world-class technology (HPE, HP and others) with a range of investment solutions that help you get more for less.

* Click here to find an IT reseller close to you
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